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Bad karma: we can't find that page!
You asked for https://davidwilkinson.net/images/documents/the-snow-centre.pdf, but despite our computers looking very hard, we could not find it. What happened ?
	the link you clicked to arrive here has a typo in it
	or somehow we removed that page, or gave it another name
	or, quite unlikely for sure, maybe you typed it yourself and there was a little mistake ?

It's not the end of everything though : you may be interested in the following pages on our site:

	gallery/stage-actor/the-inspector-end-of-the-affair-282
	gallery/stage-actor/henry-the-viii-katherine-howard-274
	gallery/stage-actor/moon-the-real-inspector-hound-305
	gallery/stage-actor/sir-robert-morton-the-winslow-boy-304
	gallery/stage-actor/sir-robert-and-kate-the-winslow-boy-298

 
To view my Showreel, please click here.



About Me

Born (1950) and brought up in Wolverhampton, Art College graduate 1971, a successful sporting life including a lifetime of rugby, climbing and fly fishing; a long career as an Adman and Marketer in London and Manchester; Writer and Journalist; married to Jane with 4 children and three grandchildren; Master of Ceremonies, Compeer, Presenter, Voice Over Artist, Rugby Commentator; Award Winning Amateur Actor (8); and Supporting Artiste.
I make my living as an Adman and Marketing Consultant with a small group of clients; as a Special Correspondent/Journalist for the Hong Kong TDC; as a Supporting Artiste; and the occasional professional actor/presenter assignments.

 Read more 
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Acting Versatility
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 Stage Actor
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 Supporting Artiste
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 Professional Parts & Presentation
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 Voice-Over
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Years of experience
8 Acting Awards, voted Best Actor in the North West of England, twice.


 view my acting CV 






Latest blog posts
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 21 July  The Covid Collapse
Stage and Screen came to a juddering halt in March; everything I was involved in was either put-on-ice or cancelled for the foreseeable future. Professional and semi-professional actors and everyone else involved in the business were suddenly out of work. Equity General Secretary, Christine Payne said in our magazine last month: “The coronavirus closed our industry down and we are now seeing tentative signs of it re-opening; now more than ever we must stand together”.

 Read more 
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 21 July  The Hard Years
My Great Grandfather Chief Petty Officer William Buchan, HMS Pembroke 1899
My ongoing project is writing a monologue about family life, seen through my mother’s eyes 1890 to 1960. After much research the early years has provided some great family stories, some very sad, and some through tough times; I look forward to retelling, on stage and through social media; when I eventually finish writing it!
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